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Introduction to Phonology 
LSA Summer Institute 2019 
Instructor: Laura J. Downing 

 
Assignment 2: Completing the analysis: recognizing common phonological processes and 
formalizing them using autosegmental rules. 
For this assignment, assume the set of distinctive features in Zsiga, chapter 12 and the 
autosegmental representations for features in chapter 13, p. 295ff. (These are also the ones 
presented in class.) 
 
The assignment is to be submitted using ORBUND by noon on 9 July. 
 
For all of the problem sets, present your analysis using the following four steps: 

i. State the generalization accounting for the alternation in focus in plain English (you 
can copy what Zsiga says for the problems in her textbook). 
For example (for Cree, on page 2 of class handout 1): underlying (obstruent) 
consonants are voiced between vowels. 

ii. State the generalization using distinctive features (continuing to use Cree): 
[-sonorant, +consonantal] segments are realized [+voice] between [-consonantal] 
segments. 

iii. This is an example of lenition/voicing assimilation: voiceless consonants become 
voiced between two voiced segments. (Vowels are inherently voiced.) 

iv. Autosegmental representation (V = [-consonantal]; C = [+consonantal]): 
V C V 
|  | 
[+voice] [+voice] 

 
Part I: the problem sets in this section have already been partially analysed, either by you in 
Assignment 1 or in Zsiga’s textbook. Provide all 4 steps for the analysis of each problem in your 
answer; you should find the first one or two steps either in your analyses in the first assignment 
or in Zsiga’s textbook helpful presentation and discussion of the data. 
 
1. Lamba1: provide the complete analysis of the process accounting for the 2 different 
realizations of the neuter suffix. (From Assignment 1.) 
2. Lamba2: provide the complete analysis of the s~ʃ alternation. (From Assignment 1.) 
3. Lamba3: provide the complete analysis of the k~ʧ alternation. (From Assignment 1.) 
4. Turkish1: provide the complete analysis of the two processes accounting for the 
different realizations of the plural and of the possessive suffixes. (From Assignment 1.) 
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5. [k] and [x] in Florentine Italian (Zsiga, p. 209, #5). The data is repeated below from Zsiga; 
assume IPA transcription of the data: 

laxasa the house kwando when 
poxo little kapella chapel 
bixa stack blaŋko white 
amixo friend makkina machine 
fixi figs kabina booth 
kwuoxo cook   

 
6. Zoque (Mixe-Zoquean language of southern Mexico) possessives (Zsiga, p. 227, #4); two 
processes are illustrated. The data is repeated below from Zsiga; assume IPA transcription of the 
data: 

pama clothing m-bama my clothing 
plato plate m-blato my plate 
burru burro m-burru my burro 
tatah father n-datah my father 
trampa trap n-drampa my trap 
disko phonograph record n-disko my phon. record 
kaju horse ŋ-gaju my horse 
kwarto room ŋ-gwarto my room 
gaju rooster ŋ-gaju my rooster 
waka basket n-waka my basket 
jomo wife n-jomo my wife 
ʔane tortilla n-ʔane my tortilla 
faha belt faha my belt 
ʃapun soap ʃapun my soap 
sʌk beans sʌk my beans 
ranʧo ranch ranʧo my ranch 
lawus nail lawus my nail 
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Part II: 
7. Turkish2: The final consonants of some of the stems in the Turkish data in Assignment 1 
are realized as voiced in some contexts and voiceless in others. What process accounts for this 
variation? Give all 4 steps from page 1 in presenting your analysis. 
 
8. Twi (Kwa language of Ghana) prefix vowels; assume IPA transcription of the data 
The final problem set is adapted from Zsiga’s textbook, p. 302). I have copied this problem 
below, modifying the instructions and correcting a typo in the data: 
 
a. Fill in the +/- values in the distinctive feature chart below for the vowels on the top row 
of the table. I have filled in the features for [i] as a model. 

 i u e o ɛ ɔ a 
[high] +       
[back] -       
[low] -       
[round] -       
[ATR] +       

 
 
b. Which feature combinations are predictable/redundant? 
 
c. Note the vowel alternations in the pronominal prefixes in the data below. Provide an 
analysis predicting the vowel qualities, presented using the 4 steps on page 1 of the assignment. 
Two rules are needed. 

 jɛ ‘do’ dɔ ‘love’ te ‘speak’ nom ‘drink’ hu ‘see’ si ‘wash’ ka ‘say’ 
I me-jɛ me-dɔ me-te me-nom mi-hu mi-si me-ka 

you (sg.) wo-jɛ wo-dɔ wo-te wo-nom wu-hu wu-si wo-ka 
he/she/it ɔ-jɛ ɔ-dɔ ɔ-te ɔ-nom o-hu o-si ɔ-ka 

we jɛ-jɛ jɛ-dɔ jɛ-te jɛ-nom je-hu je-si jɛ-ka 
you (pl.) mo-jɛ mo-dɔ mo-te mo-nom mu-hu mu-si mo-ka 

they wɔ-jɛ wɔ-dɔ wɔ-te wɔ-nom wo-hu wo-si ka 
 


